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Finally, an easy-to-understand manual that is a match for the camera it describes! Gary Friedman's book on the Canon Digital
Rebel XSi DSLR provides a complete instruction manual which explains each feature in plain English and provides hundreds of
visual examples as well. If you've been looking for the fastest and most enjoyable path to proficiency with your camera, you've
found it! In this 415-page book you'll learn: * What every mode, knob, and button do - in plain, easy-to-understand text. * The
secrets of taking outstanding photos that make people say, "Wow!". * All about the 7 flash modes - including an entire chapter on
Wireless Flash! * The most common digital "jargon" and what it all means to you. Get the most out of your investment - Learn
about your camera and improve your photography at the same time! This book is also available as an instantly-downloadable, fullcolor .pdf file for only USD $24.93 at www.FriedmanArchives.com/rebelxsi
Don't worry if you've never heard the words aperture, white balance, or ISO. You'll soon be switching easily between automatic
and manual modes, managing exposure, and using the all-important Quality setting! You'll learn everything about the lenses, from
how to choose the ones you need to how to handle them. You'll finally know how to push just the right buttons to achieve the
results that you desire.
Through several easy-to-follow lessons, this handy book offers a complete class on digital photography, tailored specifically for
people who use the Canon EOS Digital Rebel XS/1000D. This is not your typical camera guide: rather than just show you what all
the buttons do, this book teaches you how to use various Digital Rebel XS/1000D features to make great photographs -- including
professional-looking images of people, landscapes, action shots, close-ups, night shots, and more. The Canon EOS Digital Rebel
XS/1000D Companion is the perfect reference for your camera bag. Written by professional photographer Ben Long, it's packed
with creative tips and technical advice to help you capture stunning pictures anywhere, anytime. With this book, you'll learn how to:
Take creative control and go beyond automatic settings Learn the basic rules of composition Capture decisive moments, including
fast-moving objects Discover ways to use a flash indoors and outdoors Learn about different lenses, and the best time to use them
Understand the options for shooting RAW, and whether it's right for you There are plenty of photography books, but only this one
teaches you how to take high-quality digital photos using the exact camera model you own. Plenty of full-color examples show you
what's possible once you graduate from snapshots and focus on the pictures you really want to take.
The Canon EOS Rebel X line of consumer-oriented D-SLR cameras has made its indelible mark on the market. Canon sells tons
of these models--and that’s why the Magic Lantern Guides and DVDs that explain how to use them are bestsellers too. The Rebel
XSi (the EOS 450D outside of North America) is the most recent update, and it’s bound to be a hit with its 12.2 MP sens? fastfocusing 9-point AF system; and large 3.0-inch LCD monitor with Live View function. Released right alongside this fabulous
camera, Magic Lantern’s book and DVD will be a must for every XSi owner.
If you’re as excited as we are about the Rebel XSi/450D, you probably can’t wait to start shooting. Canon EOS Digital Rebel XSi/450D For
Dummies will show you how to make every shot count! Even if you’re new to digital SLR cameras or are unfamiliar with general photography
terms and techniques, this handy guide will show you how to feel comfortable with the controls and start taking beautiful photographs. Don’t
worry if you’ve never heard the words aperture, white balance, or ISO. You’ll soon be switching easily between automatic and manual
modes, managing exposure, and using the all-important Quality setting! You’ll learn everything about the lenses, from how to choose the
ones you need to how to handle them. You’ll finally know how to push just the right buttons to achieve the results that you desire. In a snap,
you will find out how to unleash your creativity by manipulating exposure and lighting. You will find out how to: Control picture quality Adjust
resolution for image quality and size Shoot in automatic and manual modes Review photos using Playback Mode and the histogram, delete
unwanted photos, and protect valuable photos from accidental deletion Manipulate exposure, color, focus, and lighting Download, organize,
archive, print, and share photos with family and friends Complete with lists of ten fast photo-editing tricks and ten special-purpose features to
explore on a rainy day, Canon EOS Digital Rebel XSi/450D For Dummies is your one-stop guide to setting up, working with, and making the
most of your new Canon digital SLR camera.
A guide to the Canon EOS Rebel XSi/450D digital camera describes the camera's controls, lighting, composition, lenses, and ways to
download and edit photographs.
Get the information you need in an easy-to-understand way with the Canon EOS Rebel T1i/500D Digital Field Guide. You'll find over 200
beautiful pictures by acclaimed photographer Charlotte Lowrie in this portable guide. She'll help you gain a better understanding of your
camera and how to get the exact shot you want when you want it. She'll also walk you through using the new HD video features available on
the Canon EOS Rebel T1i/500D. With beautiful photography, step-by-step techniques, and professional tips that will further your
understanding of your camera, you'll want to reference this guide again and again!
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert
industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.

A guide to digital photography covers such topics as digital file formts, f/stops and shutter speeds, exposue, focus
lengths, and white balance.
Canon EOS Digital Rebel XSi/450D For DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons
Your Canon EOS Rebel XS/1000D is small, lightweight, and packed with power and versatility. This handy, portable
guide helps you take full advantage of Live View shooting, in-camera Canon EX SpeedLite control, intuitive, large-text
menus, and all the controls. It offers innovative ideas and fresh thoughts to help you capture images that reflect your
personal creative vision, plus advice on setting up your camera for your shooting style; using Canon's Picture Styles to
manage color, contrast, and sharpness; and capturing outstanding action, wildlife, portrait, travel, nighttime, and macro
shots.
For those new to flash photography—or for anyone who has previously given up out of frustration—Speedliter’s Handbook,
Second Edition, is a revelation. Follow along as photographer Syl Arena takes you on a journey that begins with an
exploration of light and color, moves through a comprehensive discussion of the Canon Speedlite family and all of the
accessories and equipment available to the Speedliter, and finally, explores crafting great light in one photo shoot after
another. Whether you want to make a classic portrait, photograph a group, capture an important event, or create
dramatic color effects in your images, Speedliter’s Handbook shows you how. In this fully updated second edition, Syl
includes all of the newest Canon gear—including the radio-enabled 600EX-RT Speedlite and ST-E3 Transmitter—to
ensure that you are completely up to date on all of the components in the Speedlite system. He also includes a
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downloadable online supplement on the brand-new 430EX III-RT Speedlite. Plus, he covers his newest best practices
and workflows so you can make the most of your Canon gear. In this new edition, you’ll learn how to: see the various
properties of light itself, as well as the differences between how your camera sees versus how you see use all the
buttons and dials of the entire Canon Speedlite family—from the flagship 600EX-RT and the new 430EX III-RT to vintage
models like the 550EX understand the basics of on-camera flash . . . and the benefits of getting your Speedlite off the
camera beautifully balance flash with the existing ambient light get amazing shots with just one Speedlite, all the way up
to a dozen Speedlites use the right Speedlite mode for the job: E-TTL, Manual, Multi, and more use color gels to balance
color, as well as create dramatic effects tame the sun—or any really bright light—with high-speed sync use Speedlites
when photographing groups and events choose your camera’s exposure settings to capture the shot that you truly want
and much, much more
Just bought a Canon EOS Digital Rebel XS/1000D and looking to combine practical know-how with inspiration? This one-stop,
easy-to-read guide covers all the basic functions of the camera, and everything beyond. Inside, you'll find detailed explanations of
every control and every feature, including full-color illustrations showing how changing each setting will affect your photos. But this
book's greatest strength isn't its focus on the camera; it's the detailed, easy-to-follow instruction it offers on using your camera to
take superior photographs. The lens, the subject matter, the light-all these variables are covered in depth, and always in the
context of the Canon EOS Digital Rebel XS/1000D. Written by a widely acclaimed photographer and teacher, Canon EOS Digital
Rebel XS/1000D shows you how to get the shots you can see in your head but have never been able to capture with a camera.
.Get up and running in five minutes with the quick start guide .Master your camera's many features and controls .Profit from
dozens of tips and tricks .See first-hand how different settings affect your photos .Refine and manage your photos using the
Canon software .Be inspired by hundreds of gorgeous, full color photographs, and learn how to get the same effects in your own
shots
This easy-to-follow, highly visual guide to portraiture explains the technical and aesthetic considerations of creating great images.
Step-by-step instruction, tips from an experienced professional photographer, project assignments, and gorgeous photography
make learning how to take good photos of people quick and easy.
Focal Digital Camera Guides: Canon EOS Digital Rebel XSi/450D Just bought a Canon EOS Digital Rebel XSi/450D and looking
to combine practical know-how with inspiration? This one-stop, easy-to-read guide covers all the basic functions of the camera,
and everything beyond. For the basics, turn to the quick start guide, which will get you up and running in five minutes. For an
understanding of your camera's many controls and features, check out the section called "The Camera." If all you need is a quick
explanation, you'll find it. If you're looking for the Whole Story, you'll find that, too. Settings that affect how your pictures look are
accompanied by full-color examples that show you exactly what you can expect. This section also covers the camera's menus,
playback features, memory, and power sources. The section called "Software" shows you how to get the most out of your
camera's software. It covers tethered shooting, color management, RAW conversion, storing your images, managing your library,
and backup strategies - to name just a few topics. Ultimately, this book's greatest strength isn't its focus on the camera or the
software; it's the detailed, easy-to-follow instruction it offers on using your camera to take truly superior photographs. Sections
devoted to lenses, subject matter, and light cover these variables in depth, always presenting the most effective techniques in the
context of the strengths and limitations of the Canon EOS Digital Rebel XSi/450D. Written by a widely acclaimed photographer
and photography teacher, Canon EOS Digital Rebel XSi/450D shows you how to get the shots you can see in your head but have
never been able to capture with a camera. * The quick start guide will have you taking great photos in five minutes. * In-depth
coverage of every feature and control ensures that you have access to the tools you need for every shot. * Full-color examples
demonstrate how different settings affect your photos. * Expert coverage of lenses, lighting, and subject matter gives you the
practical knowledge you need to go after any shot. * Step-by-step instructions on photo editing and image management help you
get the most out of your camera's software. * A detailed review of accessories for your camera explains which of these add-ons
offer the most value for your needs. * Dozens of tips and tricks prepare you for every situation you're likely to encounter - in the
field, at the studio, or at your next wedding or family reunion.
In this updated, second edition of the authoritative, bestselling Mastering Canon EOS Flash Photography, photographer NK Guy
brings the book fully up to date, with coverage of all the newest Canon gear that has hit the market since the first edition published
in 2010. This includes coverage of the radio-enabled Canon Speedlite 600EX-RT and Canon Speedlite Transmitter ST-E3-RT, as
well as the other Speedlites that have released since the first edition’s publication: Canon Speedlite 90EX, 270EX II, 320EX, and
600EX. And this is the first book to cover Canon's new, affordable master unit—the Speedlite 430EX III-RT flash! Digital cameras
and flash technology have truly revolutionized photography in the 21st century. Originally seen simply as a practical way to
illuminate dark scenes with portable light, flash today is used for a host of creative and nuanced applications, including
supplementing daylight, designing complex scenes lit by multiple light sources, and simply creating beautiful, controllable light for
portraiture. With LCD screens on DSLRs, the ability to get instant feedback on lighting setups is a great help in advancing one’s
lighting capabilities and encouraging experimentation. However, flash photography can still be a difficult artistic and technical
challenge. It’s simple to get that harsh deer-in-the-headlights look from built-in automatic flash, but it is a far cry from beautiful
light. Creating natural-looking images is not nearly as straightforward. Mastering the properties of light and the ability to
manipulate, craft, and direct it is a lifelong endeavor. Those diving into Speedlights need some help. Manuals are terse and the
terminology is confusing—this is where Mastering Canon EOS Flash Photography comes in. This is the complete book on the
subject, guiding you through Canon’s Speedlite system, from off-camera portable flash to professional studio lighting. It covers the
fundamentals of flash metering technology, discusses key lighting concepts, and documents a wide range of Canon and third-party
equipment. Universal flash accessories, studio gear, and radio triggers are all thoroughly covered. The book is lavishly illustrated
with diagrams that demonstrate important functions and lighting arrangements, and inspiring photos that show sophisticated flash
techniques. Though tailored for users of Canon EOS cameras, owners of other camera systems will find much valuable
information as well. So, whether you’re just getting started with flash, or you’ve picked up the bug for off-camera lighting from
such popular websites as Strobist.com, or you’re making the leap into advanced studio work, Mastering Canon EOS Flash
Photography is your in-depth resource. Includes a foreword by David Hobby, noted photojournalist and founder of Strobist.com.

Love taking pictures with your digital camera? Want to improve your skills, but don’t have a lot of time to spend? How
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about some straight-to-the-point tips that cut to the chase and show you step by step how to accomplish a task? If that
sounds like just what you had in mind, Digital Photography Just The Steps For Dummies, 2nd Edition is exactly what you
need. This handy, full-color guide breaks down the most important tasks into simple two-page, illustrated instructions.
You choose what you want to do, flip to the right page, follow the instructions, and voilà! A new skill is yours! Digital
Photography Just The Steps For Dummies, 2nd Edition covers important tasks from choosing a camera to printing your
photos or turning them into slideshows or galleries. You’ll be able to: Select and use various lenses Take advantage of
your meters Use tripods, screens, and scrims when shooting Work with depth of field Shoot and process Camera Raw
images Download and organize your pictures Understand and use color profiles Edit in the “quick fix” mode Restore a
vintage photo Create an online photo gallery, greeting cards, calendars, or CD jackets More than 170 digital photography
tasks are presented in this easy-to-use, full-color reference. Grab a copy and find out how much more fun you can have
with your digital camera!
Veteran author Julie Adair King demystifies the high-end features of the new Canon T1i. The Canon EOS Rebel T1i is
the newest camera offered in Canon's popular Rebel line of digital SLRs-and sells for less than $900. Packed with page
after page of full-color images, this hands-on guide is aimed at helping you make the most of the Canon T1i's controls
and shooting modes. Get ready to maximize the camera's main functions in order to create effective digital photos.
Bestselling author Julie Adair King brings her expertise in the areas of digital cameras and photography and combines it
with her fun and friendly writing style to offer you helpful explanations and advice. Plus, examples walk first-time users of
a digital SLR camera through the basic features as well as the software that accompanies the camera. Selling for under
$900, the Canon EOS Rebel T1i is a consumer-friendly digital camera, ideal for first-time owners Shows you how to
shoot in auto mode, use live view and playback modes, and explore the on-board controls Demonstrates techniques for
dialing in exposure and lighting controls, manipulating focus and color controls, and handling situational shooting Covers
printing, posting online, and other ways to share images Picture this: taking better digital photos than you ever thought
possible with your Canon EOS Rebel T1i!
The Fujifilm X-E2: Beyond the Manual provides experience-based information and insights for owners of the Fujifilm X-E2
mirrorless system camera. Fuji X-Pert series author Rico Pfirstinger teaches little-known capabilities of the X-E2 that he's
discovered through several months of in-depth research. This book focuses on insights that you won't find in the manual,
skipping tedious explanations of basic camera functions and operations. Instead, it cuts to the chase and provides
readers with a plethora of tips and practical instructions that will enable them to fully explore the capabilities of the X-E2.
The X-E2 combines classic design with state-of-the-art digital camera technology originally seen in the X-Pro1 and X-E1
system cameras. These features have been further improved to achieve the X-E2: Fujifilm's most capable camera todate, with an ever-growing set of already more than ten interchangeable X-Mount lenses. The Fujifilm X-E2: Beyond the
Manual presents numerous tips and tricks that will maximize your ability to use the Fujifilm X-E2 to its full potential.
Charlotte Lowrie's indispensable guide to taking the best possible pictures with the Canon EOS 50D! Go well beyond the
basics with this essential guide to getting great shots with the Canon EOS 50D camera. Professional photographer and
bestselling author Charlotte Lowrie packs this portable guide with over 290 pages of beautiful full-color photos, proven
techniques, and no-fail formulas for tapping all the features this exciting new high-resolution DSLR camera offers. Get to
know your Canon EOS 50D, learn all the tricks, and then take this handy portable guide with you in the field for quick and
easy reference. Master your Canon EOS 50D camera with expert guidance from Seattle-area professional photographer
and popular author, Charlotte Lowrie Find pages of step-by-step techniques and professional tips that will help you
understand all the functions, menus, and dials on your camera Explore topics that many competitive digital SLR books
just touch on, including step-by-step instruction on exposure and composition Learn professional composition and lighting
tricks Examine full-color examples of breathtaking ways to capture stills, portraits, and action shots Canon EOS 50D
Digital Field Guide is the latest in the bestselling Digital Field Guide series that has taught thousands of photographers
and beginners how to get the most out of their digital cameras.
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